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The cemetery functioned from 1856 into 1864 as St. Cloud's first Protestant cemetery. These dates 
are confirmed by historical data and analysis of coffin hardware. The area was partially abandoned 
from the 1870's until the 1910' s when housing was placed in the area. The cemetery was partially 
disturbed by the housing area and a parking lot built in the 1970's. 
Twenty-one grave shafts were excavated. Ten of these contained skeletal remains; eleven were 
empty. Other remains were recovered from areas disturbed by the construction of the James W. 
Miller Learning Resources Center. In total, the remains of as many as ten adults and six children 
were recovered. All graves were Euro-American. 
A total of 6153 objects were recovered. 898 of these objects were fragmentary, 600 were intact. 
Most wooden fragments from coffins were discarded and are not included in this count. All objects 
associated with graves date to the middle and late 191h century. Intrusions of other cultural material 
are presumably associated with residential use of the areas in the early and mid-twentieth centuries. 
This later material was not studied or systematically excavated. 
There is a strong possibility of additional graves in the unexcavated areas east and south of the 
excavated cemetery. 
A separate osteological report has been completed by Debra Gold. 
A selection of recovered items is curated at the Minnesota Historical Society. All skeletal remains 
and associated personal items have been reentered at the North Star Cemtery, St. Cloud . 








The cemetery was located under at SE comer and close environs of James W. Miller Learning 
Resources Center at St. Cloud State University. (Steams County, City of St. Cloud, Township 
124N, Range, 28W, SW Y. of NW Y. of Sectionl3.) The extent of the cemetery as excavated is 
indicated on the below map. The unexplored areas east of the cemetery to the Performing Arts 
Center, and south to the Administrative Services Building may contain additional burials . 













Discovery and Excavation Goals 
On the afternoon 20 January 1999 during construction of the James W. Miller Learning Resources 
Center at St. Cloud State University, a human skull rolled out of a baulk that was being excavated by 
a backhoe. By the morning of the 21 51 it was clear that multiple graves were present; by afternoon, 
with the assistance of the Steams History Museum, it was becoming evident that construction had 
stumbled upon the first Protestant cemetery in St. Cloud. Quite literally, the families of some of the 
founding fathers had been disturbed. 
Once it had been revealed that we were dealing with euro-Arnerican settlers from a well-documented 
time period, a remediation plan was developed. With a $32.5 million construction project well 
underway, substantial delays were implausible. In consultation with the Office of the State 
Archaeologist, the administration of St. Cloud State University, and members of the St. Cloud 
community it was decided that a salvage excavation was appropriate . 
The primary goal was to remove the skeletal material in as expeditious and respectful a manner as 
possible. While systematic work was, of course, called for, a lengthy scientific excavation was ruled 
out. While we are confident in our removal of the 
skeletal material and related items, there was no time 
to carefully expose and document all coffins, much 
less the remnants of early 201h century structures in 
the area. Given the working conditions, we are quite 
proud of what we were able to establish. 
Work at the site began 21 January 1999 and 
continued through 24 May 1999. The majority of the 
excavation was done during late January and 
February and the final skeletal material was removed 
on 17 April 1999. 
Excavation Technique Overview 
Figure 3: Excavation with Backhoe 
Excavation was complicated by the weather, as expected in winter in Minnesota. In late January and 
February, when the bulk of the excavation was conducted, average temperatures were in the 20's, 
and nightly lows in single digits were not uncommon. Only on rare 
occasions and for brief moments did temperatures rise above freezing. 
The conditions took a toll on student workers, who were sent home with 
conditions ranging from pneumonia to frostbite. More significantly, the 
ground was frozen solid throughout the excavation, making scientinc 
excavation quite difficult. 
A series of thirty cores ranging in depth from 0.50m to 1.50m was taken 
before excavation began. The cores consistently revealed that 
underneath the pavement of the parking lot there was approximately 
Figure 4: Excavation 0.50m of mixed organic and sandy soils, beneath which was a layer of 
with Jackhammer yellowish-brown sand and then clean white sand. The white sand seems 
to have been bedded on a gravel layer although not all cores completely 






encountered. These represented either grave shafts or refuse pits from early 20'h century houses 
(although these details were revealed only by excavation). Only one core struck any funerary 
remains, hitting the coffin crate of Unit 7. 
The coring created a reasonable understanding of the stratigraphy of the area thus allowing a 
modicum of comfort in using heavy machinery to search for grave shafts. The methodology was 
simple; excavate with heavy machinery approximately 0.50m to remove the upper layer of organic 
sediments. Pockets of organic soils below that level were easily noticeable and were marked as 
potential graves or cultural intrusions that were then excavated more carefully. We quickly learned 
to recognize the different sound made by the machinery that signified contact with the frozen 
organic soils that filled the grave shafts versus the frozen sand that predominated in the site. 
Mechanical excavation to the safest possible depth was regularly practiced to speed the process of 
excavating the grave shafts. The backhoe operator was 
quite adept at removing overburden in passes of two to 
three inches in this manner even after the grave shafts 
had been exposed. On occasion a small jackhammer 
was used. Only one error was made in using 
mechanical techniques when an jackhammer did minor 
damage to the skull of Unit 23. 
The high water content of the organic soils in the grave 
shafts prevented any excavation with hand tools until 
the soil was thawed. During the night select areas were 
covered with plastic tarps and heated with portable 
propane heaters. While such preparations were usually 
insufficient to thaw an area, it did assist in delaying Figure 5: Thawing coffin 
refreezing of previously thawed areas. The fumes from 
the heaters made it impossible to work in such shelters. During the day we worked several units 
simultaneously covering each with plastic and heating it and then rotating from one to another 
making passes and removing soil as it thawed. When the bulk of the soil had been removed, it 
usually was possible to excavate skeletal material by focusing the propane heaters on select areas 
while working-effectively moving back and forth between ends of the coffin . 
All techniques were designed to forward the main goal of removing the skeletal material in a safe 
and timely manner. Complete scientific excavation and an educational experience for SCSU 
students were stressed as well. 
Personnel 
Principal Investigator: Richard Rothaus. 
Osteological Analysis: Debra Gold. 






Student Assistants: Amber DeMorett, Lee Anderson, John Drews, Julie Cobb, Erika Palmer, Judy 
Stinson, Russ Schlick, Chad Schoep, Leslie Spoelstra, and others. 
Work was conducted under license from the Minnesota Office of the State Archaeologist. We must 
acknowledge the assistance of Mark Dudzik and Bruce Coenen as we worked through the many 
difficulties encountered in executing the operation. 
The workman of the Donlar Construction Co. provided us with endless help, good cheer, equipment 
and an amazing backhoe operator. The job never could have been completed in the winter without 
their assistance and support. 
Susan Myster and Barbara O'Connell, of Hamline University provided initial osteological analysis 
and much needed advice . 
John Decker and the staff of the Steams Historical Museum were ready with critical information on 
the first day of the discovery. Without them, things would never have proceeded as quickly or 
smoothly. Kathryn Wiant, a student and member of St. John's Episcopalian did a fine job 
summarizing the historical background material and sharing that information. 
Steven Ludwig provided work facilities and a wealth of knowledge about everything ranging from 
geology to tools to the old bricks of St. Cloud. 
Apologies to the many other individuals who could not be named here. 
Historical Background 
The area of St. Cloud was purchased from a squatter by John L. Wilson on 19 July 1853. George 
Brott platted the area in the summer of 1855 and the lots were distributed to 12 individuals, 
including some members of the surveying team. John Wilson established "Middle Town," where the 
current downtown of St. Cloud is located. "Lower town," where the St. Cloud State University 
campus sits, was occupied by Brott and some of his surveying companions. Middle town was 
inhabited largely by German Catholic settlers, and Lower Town was dominated by Yankee land 
speculators. (Mitchell, 1437-1439). 
The cemetery is located in lot 4, block 26, bounded by 6th St. S. (north edge), 7th St. S. (south edge), 
3rd Ave. (west edge) and 4th Ave. (east edge). This land was originally assigned to H.T. Wells who 
sold it to Charles and John Taylor in two transactions in 1856 and 1857. Wells and the Taylors were 
part of Brott's survey team, and Wells and John Taylor were founding members of the St. John's 
Episcopalian Church which was built on this block. 
The cornerstone for St. John's Episcopalian was laid on 20 August 1856, shortly before Wells sold 
the land to the Taylor. The building was consecrated on 11 May 1858. According to newspaper 
reports, the church was surrounded by St. Cloud's only Protestant cemetery at the time (St. Cloud 







The complete lack of skeletal fragments reveals an exceptional job of exhuming the remains. 
Envision the work proceeding at depths of 4 to 5 feet in these narrow grave shafts. The lack of 
"lost" skeletal material amidst fragments of disturbed coffins is conclusive evidence that the 
individuals still possessed their flesh at the time of exhumation. As indicated above, the 
exhumations occurred during or seemingly shortly after 1864. These phenomena attest to the short 
life-span of this cemetery. The grave markers at North Star mentioned above may belong to some of 
our exhumed individuals, but there is no way to make a correlation. Again the caveat must be 
acknowledged that the dating evidence for the cemetery are not firm. There is nothing that 
contraindicates usage of the cemetery and exhumation into the early 20th century. 
The use of the cemetery predates all city and church death records, and it has proven impossible to 
identify individuals. In this Protestant cemetery the individuals were mostly likely kindred of 
Yankee land speculators such as John Taylor. This segment of St. Cloud's population moved on 
quickly and it is unlikely that descendants of the individuals in this cemetery live in St. Cloud today. 
John Taylor was, however, probably one of the individuals buried in this cemetery. Taylor died on 
the 30th of August, 1858 at the age of 27, shortly after the church he worked so hard to build was 
completed. His obituary records that his remains were taken to St. John's Episcopal church and the 
entire community attended "the body of the deceased to its last rest" (St. Cloud Democrat, 9 Sept. 
1858). Attempting to associate one of the graves excavated with Taylor is a perilous exercise. We 
do not know whether his body was ever exhumed for reburial either in St. Cloud, or in Connecticut 
where his wife returned subsequent to his death. The boundaries of this cemetery have not been 
precisely defined, and there may be unexplored graves still in the area. Likewise, heavy disturbance 
in the mid-20th century may have obliterated some graves. But if one is inclined to associate a grave, 
Unit 8 contained an individual of appropriate gender and age. The unique brick crypt of Unit 26 
may also indicate an individual of special status in the community. 
The area of Lower Town was largely abandoned in the 1860's, with business and people moving 
into Middle Town. The movement of St. John's Episcopalian is likely a part of this shift in the 
occupation of St. Cloud. The issue seems to have been problems with the original deeds of Wells 
and Brott. Brott had filed his claim via mail, but back east the land had been assigned as an odd lot 
to the St. Paul and Pacific railroad. By the 1890' s Brott had prevailed in court, but by that time it 
was too late. People had abandoned the unsure deeds of Lower Town for the security of Middle 
Town. This confusion created a large gap in the use of the area, and no doubt was the major factor 
in the cemetery being forgotten. (Mitchell, 1440-1441 ). 
The cemetery did not go completely unnoticed until the construction of the Learning Resources 
Center, however. In 1910, construction workers disturbed a burial. (St. Cloud Journal-Press, 6 July 
1910; St. Cloud Daily Times, 6 July 1910). In 1930, when a sewer was being installed for the new 
houses in the area, a skeleton was uncovered. It was this sewer line that apparently disturbed our 
Unit 8 (St. Cloud Daily Times, I December 1933; St. Cloud Journal-Press, I December 1933). In 
the 1970's the property became property of the State of Minnesota and shortly thereafter the houses 
were tom down and a parking lot established. The area was used for parking until construction 







Systematic spatial analysis of the cemetery was prevented by the exigencies of the rescue excavation 
and the multiple post-cemetery uses of the area. House basements had been dug into the area when 
the houses were built in the 1910' s and later. When these houses were demolished in the 1970's, 
these basements were infilled and the area graded before the parking lot was laid. Most of the house 
remains were removed during the construction of the Learning Resources Center prior to the 
discovery of the skeletal material, and it proved impossible to make a plan of the multiple use 
periods of the area. 
While the graves were mapped accurately, depth measurements proved elusive for the above factors. 
In general, however, the grave shafts were four to six feet below estimated surface level at the time 
they were dug. The two exceptions were Units I and 2 which were as shallow as three to four feet. 
All graves were oriented east-west, and when skeletal material was present, the heads were placed at 
the west. No grave markers were recovered. 
The spatial distribution of the graves is not suitable for analysis as only presence can be indicated. 
Disturbances were so severe that there can be no certainty that graves did not once exist in other 
areas. The only notable spatial consideration is the clear clustering of unexhumed remains in the 
northern portion of the excavation area. 
The western edge of the cemetery was clearly defined, and there is reasonable certainty we found the 
northern edge as well. The eastern and southern boundary of the cemetery as excavated is arbitrary 
and there is a strong possibility of additional graves in these areas. 
Coffin Descriptions 
Excavation priorities and the difficult working circumstances prevented a systematic study of the 
coffins. The state of 
preservation was extremely 
poor. As soon as the wood 
was thawed (while 
remaining moist) it turned 
soft and separated into 
individual fibers or a paste-
like substance. This is the 
result of a soft (or brown)-
rot fungus that consumed 
the cellulose (the pastey 
substance noted) and left Figure 66: Coffin Fragment and Nails 
the lignin (the fibrous 
substance). Soft-rot fungus prefers a nitrogen rich environment, as would occur as the individuals in 
the coffin decayed. When dried, the wood fractured into oblong pieces and easily crumbled to dust. 
Soaking in Paraloid B52 followed by slow-drying was able to prevent the wood from crumbling, but 
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Figure 7: Plan of Grave Shafts 
--IIMII2000 
Coffins were generally documented in situ and the wood discarded. In all cases where coffin lids 
were present, the coffin had completely collapsed and the lid was a thin veneer overlaying the 
skeletal remains. The wood was so deteriorated the shape of the skeletal material below was visible. 
In these cases the wood had to be peeled of the bone. 
The majority of the coffins were standard shapes with straight sides and a western end (head) wider 
than the eastern end (foot). Coffin lengths ranged from 1.82m to 2.05m. Widths at the western end 
ranged from 0.57m to 0.67m, and at the eastern end from 0.20m to 0.50m. Children's' coffins were 
similarly shaped. Coffin lengths ranged from 0.74m to 0.79m. Only one child-sized coffin was 
preserved, and eastern end that was 0.40m wide. Two adult coffins (units 23 and 24) were 






from 0.45m to 0.50m. Given the poor state of preservation of the wood, and significant warping and 
size changes between frozen and thawed pieces, the relationship of these preserved dimensions to 
manufactured dimensions cannot be determined. 
Figure 8: Soaking in Paraloid 872 
Two shafts contained boxes. Unit 23 had a 
small box with dimensions 0.87m x 0.50m 
and was presumably used for an infant 
burial. Unit 7 contained a large well-built 
box that was 2.05m x 0.73m. Such boxes 
were also used for the shipment of pre-
manufactured coffins, and then reused as an 
outer box that functioned as crypt (Hacker-
Norton 10) . 
One brick crypt was found in Unit 26. The 
interior dimensions of this crypt were 1.63m 
x 0.59m, indicating it would have contained 
a coffin 0.20m shorter than the shortest one 
recovered in excavation. 
Coffins were generally constructed with 
machine headed cut nails, with 8d being the 
most common size. Decorative screws and 
tacks were used in the construction of the 
coffins, and these were commonly used to 
attach coffin lids. These screws and tacks 
have heads made of a white-metal amalgam 
(probably lead or tin with or without silver plate) and decorated variously with single or double 
filigree bands, diagonal striation, or striated basal bands (as illustrated in Hacker-Norton 9, examples 
C and D). The head sizes range from 12mm to 17mm, with 15mm being the most common size in 
tacks and screws. The number of screws 
and tacks associated with the coffins 
varies from one to thirty-five. For adult 
size coffins, about 15 seems to be a 
standard number. Coffins generally 
have a mix of screws and tacks. The 
child's coffin associated with Unit 2 had 
29 decorative screws and 6 tacks 
associated with it-a sure indication that 
someone wanted it to be very "fancy" 
indeed. Screws functioned to secure the 
lid and perhaps other components of the 
coffin. Tacks were merely decorative 
and interspersed between the screws 
(Hacker-Norton 11). 
12 





Figure 8: Swing Bail Handle 
Excavation and preservation 
conditions prevented a full 
study of this material but it is 
clear that some coffins lids 
were unhinged, some had two 
pivot-bar hinges (Units 1, 8, 
9, 11, and 23), and some four 
pivot-bar hinges (Units 2, 22 
and perhaps 24). Likewise, 
coffins had no handles (Units 
2, 8, and 9), four swing-bail 
handles (Units 23, 24 and 
perhaps 17), or six swing-bail 
handles (Units I 0, 22 and 
perhaps 3). The handles are plain are with simple decorative motifs (as illustrated in Hacker-Norton 
23) . Four-to-six handles per coffin was the industry norm (Hacker-Norton, I 0). 
All coffin hardware is consistent with dates from the middle nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
Hinges, as are present in this cemetery disappear from the catalogs of coffin hardware and trade 
journals by 1877. Swing bail handles seem to have declined in popularity in the 1880's and 1890's. 
supports the contention that the cemetery was abandoned in the mid-1860's (Hacker-Norton 43-46). 
A coarsely woven heavy brown fabric (burlap?) and a finely woven smooth black fabric found in 
association with the coffins are remnants of burial shrouds. These fabrics are intermixed and 
cojoined. Excavation and preservation conditions prevented a full study of this material but we are 
reasonably confident that the brown fabric was a backing, the black fabric the surface material. In 
Units A and 8, eyehooks were found attached to the black fabric. Wooden buttons, metal-cored 
mohair buttons and glass Prosser buttons are also associated with this material and shrouds. As 
many as twenty-one buttons were found with a coffin (Unit 29). As many as seventeen hook-and-
eye sets occurred in a coffin (Unit 22). Fabric fragments were not always recovered. In Unit 23 a 
button found near the wrist suggests a sleeve closure. Buckles were noted in units 8 and 9. There is 
no uniformity to the finds, and it seems a variety of burial shrouds and clothing are represented by 
the finds . 
None of the coffins contained items not associated with the body, and these are limited to a hairpin 




I Unit No: A 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): n!a 
Width (West): n!a 
Description: Skull, post cranial and other material recovered after disturbance by 
backhoe. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
• Width (East): n!a Width (West): nla 
Description: n/a 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: Adult(s) 
Sex: The skull is that of a female. An adult male is also represented by the 
material. 
Description: Area was disturbed and the number of individuals represented cannot 
be determined with certainty. 
I Unit No: 1 
I Grave Data 
Length: n!a 
Width (East): n!a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Coffin exposed in scarp during excavation by backhoe. The coffin 
collapsed before full documentation. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0.74m 
Width (East): n/a 
• Width (West): nla Description: Coffin disintegrated before it could be examined. Hardware 
recovered indicates, however, that it had a hinged lid and some 
decorative white metal ornaments. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: 2.5-3.5 years 
Sex: n!a 
Description: Skeleton seems to have been well-preserved and articulated before 
collapse subsequent to exposure by backhoe. Skeletal material was 
scattered after collapse. Some intrusive material mixed in, including 




Figure 9: Unit 1, Intact Coffin 
• Figure 10: Unit 1, Collection of Collapsed Material 
I Unit No: 2 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n!a 
Description: Coffin exposed during excavation by bulldozer. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0.74m 
Width (East): n!a 
Width (West): nla 
Description: Coffin has suffered severe vertical compression and is no more than 
• 15 
0.1 Om thick. This compression combined with the exposure of the 
coffin in the scarp and the sub-freezing temperature made systematic 
excavation almost impossible. Recovered hardware indicates that the 
coffin had 4 hinges. The buttons and black fabric seem to be 
remnants of a burial shroud. The abundance of white metal screws 
indicates the coffin was well "decorated" with these. 
I Skeletal Data 
Ag_e: 12-24 months 
Sex: n/a 
Description: Skeleton was well-preserved and articulated but could not safely be 
exposed in a method suitable for study. Some intrusive adult-hand 
bones were recovered . 
• 
Figure II: Unit 2, Compressed Coffin 
I Unit No: 3 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a • Descrii>_tion: n/a I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Ex-situ material near but seemingly not from Unit I . 
I Skeletal Data 





I Unit No: 4 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): nla 
Width (West): n!a 
Description: Coffin exposed by bulldozer and all but west end removed by 
machinery. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0.20m (preserved) 
Width (East): n!a 
Width (West): 0.57m (preserved) 
Description: Wood severely decayed and in poor shape. Five swing bail handles 
• were recovered. The handles are similar, but not identical. The coffin was decorated with white metal screws and tacks. The glass 
button is probably a remnant from a burial cloak. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: 45 +/- 12 years 
Sex: Male(?) 
Description: Only cranium preserved. Cranium rotated toward north with mouth 
open. Some strands of hair preserved at the back of cranium. 
Individual had six fillings of a probable mercury-silver amalgam. 
Figure 12: Unit 3, Unopened Coffin Figure 13: Unit 3, Opened Coffin 
I Unit No: 6 
I Grave Data 
Length: n!a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
17 
• 
Description: The grave is very disturbed. 
I CoffmData 
Length: n/a 
Width (East) : n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Coffin appears only as an intermittent stain. Some teeth and skull 
fragments recovered at a high level. Because of disturbance these 
cannot be firmly identified as belonging to this unit. More likely, 
however, is that the fragments found represent pieces "lost" during 
exhumation and removal to the North Star cemetery. The jar lid 
recovered is an intrusion and _IJ_Ost-dates the burial. 
I Skeletal Data 
• Age: n/a Sex: n/a 
Description: Primarily teeth and fragments from cranium and jaw. 
Figure 14: Unit 6, teeth and cranial fragments 
I Unit No: 7 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 2.05m 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): 0.73m 
Description: This appears to be a coffin box reused as a crypt. No coffin was 
present. The box sides are_p_reserved to a heig)lt of0.07m. There is 
18 
• 
no evidence of a lid. Two horizontal cross pieces are placed at 0.5 
and 1.62m from west end. One cross piece goes above E-W planks, 
one below the E-W planks. Plank widths are c. 0.06m. The unit is 
assembled entirely with nails. The east end of the crate is in poor 
condition. The presence of two white metal screws confirms that box 
once contained a coffin. 




Figure 15: Unit 7, Coffin box (facing west) 
I Unit No: 8 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
• Width (East): n/a Width (West): n/a 
Description: The shaft is truncated at the west end by a sewer line cut; the skull 
and right shoulder area of the skeleton are missing. The coffin 
continues into the area disturbed by the sewer line cut with some 
articulation of material. When the installers of the sewer line 
disturbed the grave, they appeared to have backfilled over the portion 
not severely disturbed. This backfilling continues some 0.20-0.25m 
west of the initial edge of the cut. This is probably the grave disturbed 
as reported in 1930 newspaper accounts. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 1.82m (preserved) 
Width (East): 0.20 
19 
• 
Width (West): 0.42 (preserved) 
Description: The west end of the coffin is missing as a result of the sewer line cut. 
Decorative zinc screws are located paired on the sides of the top of 
the coffin at a distance of 0.33m and ! .Om from the east end. Based 
on the spacing, a third pair of such decorative screws can be 
hypothesized for the west end of the lid of the coffin. This coffin was 
abundantly decorated with white metal tacks and screws in other 
places as well. A variety of mohair and metal buttons, a hook-and-
eye and brass pin, two buckles, as well as remnants of black and 
brown fabric, indicate that this individual was fully clothed when 
buried. 
L Skeletal Data 
• Age: 30-34 years Sex: Male 
Description: Fully articulated skeleton except for missing cranium. Hand folded 
over the chest. Individual evidenced some slight osteoarthritis, 
Schmorl's nodes and indicators of lower back problems, including 
possibly one or more herniated disks. The individual was between 
5'7" and 6'2" tall. 
Figure 16: Unit 8 
l Unit No: 9 
l Grave Data 
Lel!&h: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: One of the best preserved graves. The coffin and skeletal material 
were intact with minimal damage from vertical com_l)fession. 




Width (East): 0.67 m 
Width (West): 0.34m 
Description: Coffin planks range from .075m to 0.114m in width. The coffin lid 
was hinged, but no handles were recovered. White metal screws and 
tacks decorated the coffin. The recovery of an iron buckle, multiple 
buttons, and fabric fragments indicate the individual was clothed 
when buried. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: Early 20's 
Sex: Male 
Description: Fully articulated skeleton. The cranium was damaged by compression 
• and collapse of coffin . The right arm was aligned straight alongside the body; the left arm was bent at elbow with hand over hip and 
pelvis. Numerous carious lesions were noted, and the individual had 
one gold-filling. Staining on the teeth suggests the individual was a 
tobacco chewer who favored his left cheek. The individual was 






I Unit No: 10 
!Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: The unit contained a small unit box that likely was used for an infant 
burial. No human remains, one articulated mouse skeleton recovered. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0.64m 
Width (East): 0.36m 
Width (West): 0.36m 
Description: Small wooden box. One white metal decorative tack recovered. 
• I Skeletal Data Age: n/a 
Sex: n/a 
Description: n/a 
I Unit No: 11 
I Grave Data 
Length: 2.14m 
Width (East): 0.67m 
Width (West): 0.34m 
Description: Grave is quite disturbed with coffin pieces moved out of original 
positions. This represents, it seems, incidental damage during the 
removal of the body when the cemetery was relocated. No skeletal 
remains. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Coffin planks range from .075m to 0.114m in width. One side of the 
coffin is well preserved with two offset brass handles one placed in 
an upper position, one in a lower at opposite ends of this side of the 
coffin. A hinge is attached at the upper east comer opposite the 
handle. Four other handles were recovered. This may indicate six 
handles on the coffin, or the mixing of parts from multiple coffins in 
this disturbed unit. 







Figure 21: Unit 11, Disturbed Coffin 
I Unit No: 12 
I Grave Data 
Length: ! .25m 
Width (East): 0.75m 
Width (West): 0.75m 
Description: Shaft is empty. Some staining indicates prior presence of wood. 
I CoffmData 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description:. No fragments of coffin were recovered, indicating that the coffin was 
in excellent shape when exhumed and perhaps indicating that this was 
one of the latest burials in the cemetery. 




I Unit No: 13 
I Grave Data 
Length: 1.70m 
Width (East): 0.75m 
Width (West): 0.75m 
Description: Shaft is empty, with a stain where the coffin was. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
24 
I 
Description: No fragments of coffin were recovered, indicating that the coffin was 
in excellent shape when exhumed and perhaps indicating that this was 
one of the latest burials in the cemetery. 




I Unit No: 14 (Trench 1) 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
• Width (East): nla Width (West): n/a 
Description: Not a grave but a trench that intersects Units 16 and 18. Artifacts 
recovered include fragmentary coffin parts from disturbed graves, 
and two subadult and two infant bone fragments (perhaps from Unit 
16). The other artifacts all date to the late 19'h and early 201h century. 
I CoffmData 
Length: nla 
Width (East): nla 
Width (West): nla 
Description: n/a 




I Unit No: 16 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): nla 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: The shaft is 2/3rds obliterated by a trench (Unit 14) that intersects it 
at the west end. 
I Coffm Data 
Length: 0.82m 
Width (East): 0.63m 
Width (West): nla 
Description: Heavily disturbed. Three decorative white metal tacks recovered. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: Approximately 5 years 
Sex: nla 




Figure 22: Unit 16, Damaged Coffin 
• 
Figure 23: Unit 16, Subadult remains 
• 26 
• 
I Unit No: 17 
I Grave Data 
Length: 2.25m 
Width (East): 0.78 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Grave heavily disturbed and all that remains is a pile of boards. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: While heavily disturbed, this was clearly an adult sized coffin. As the 
very few remains are those of an infant we must assume either that 
• the skeletal remains do not belong with the coffin (possible in this highly disturbed area), or that an adult coffin was used for an infant 
burial. Ten white metals tacks recovered. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: Infant? 
Sex: n/a 
Description: Only a few cranial fragments preserved. 
• 
Figure 24: Unit 17, Pile of Boards 
27 
• 
I Unit No: 18 




Description: A N-S intrusion (Unit 14) intersects the east end of the shaft causing 
very slight disturbance. Shaft is empty. One bone fragment was 
recovered. 
I Coffm Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
• Description: I Skeletal Data Two buttons may be remnants of clothing or burial cloak. 
Age: Adult 
Sex: n/a 
Description: Only the manubrium recovered. This is an unusual single skeletal 
piece to recover and may provide a hint at the state of preservation of 
the body at time of excavation . 
• 
Figure 25: Unit 18, Grave Shaft 
• 28 
• 
I Unit No: 19 
I Grave Data 
Length: 0.80m 
Width (East): 0.20m 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Shaft largely empty with only a single layer of wood remaining. No 
skeletal remains. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Only one layer of wood remained. It seems likely that this is the 





Figure 26: Unit 19, Bottom of Coffin 
• 29 
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I Unit No: 20 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Ex-situ femur found by backhoe. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Three swing bail handles and three cut nails were recovered in 
• relation to this femur . I Skeletal Data 
Age: n/a 
Sex: n/a 
Description: Left proximal femur. 
I Unit No: 21 
I Grave Data 
Length: 1.75m 
Width (East): 0.95m 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Shaft is empty, with a stain where the coffin was. 
I CofTm Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: One button recovered. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: n/a 
• Sex: n/a Description: n/a 
I Unit No: 22 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Partial coffin and skeletal remains frozen into a solid mass. Found 
during backhoe operation. Coffin was fragmentary and disturbed by 
backhoe. Relationship of pieces could not be established. 




Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Six bronze handles attached to wood were recovered, suggesting an 
arrangement of three on each side. The coffin had four hinges. 
Numerous white metal decorative tacks and screws were recovered. 
5 hook-and-eyes and pins as well as fabric recovered may be from a 
burial shroud. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: 41 +/- lO,)'_ears 
Sex: Female 
Description: Mostly intact skeleton. Individual had numerous carious lesions and 
• two gold-foil fillings. Enamel hypoplasia significant enough to indicate a period of childhood malnutrition was present. The 
individual was between 5'2" and 5'6" tall. 
Figure 27: Unit 22, Frozen Skeleton and Coffin Fragments 
• I Unit No: 23 I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Coffin was complete and intact. A small metal piece was located on 
the upper right chest. One button was found resting on the thorax. 
This presumably was a closure for a burial shroud. With 
temperatures in the lO's and 20's this proved to be the most difficult 
coffin to excavate. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0.87m 
Width (East): 0.50m 
• 31 
• 
Width (West): 0.49m 
Description: Coffin intact, with severe vertical compression. Three swing bail 
handles were recovered. Coffin was decorated with white metal 
screws and tacks. 1 wooden button was recovered near a wrist, 
suggesting it was a cuff button. A hairpin is present in a preserved 
hairbun but has not been inventoried as it will re-interred with the 
hair. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: 40-50 
Sex: Female 
Description: Some damage to skull during excavation. Extensive tooth loss in 
both upper and lower jaw. Hairbun (red hair) and hairpin preserved 
• at back of skull. Arms were crossed on lower abdomen. Individual suffered from extensive periodontal disease. Many lower teeth were 
missing and the tooth sockets reabsorbed. Osteoarthritis was 
evidenced. Bone loss indicates severe illness, and enamel hypoplasia 
notes a period of malnutrition. The individual was 5'3" to 5'7" tall. 





• Figure 29: Unit 23, Opened Coffin 
• 
Figure 30: Unit 23, Skeletal Material 
I Unit No: 24 
I Grave Data 
I Length: In/a 
I Width (East): In/a 
• 33 
• 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Coffin bottom and sides; no skeletal remains 
I Coffin Data 
Length: !.32m 
Width (East): 0.45m 
Width (West): 0.49m 
Description: Lid missing, apparently removed during exhumation. Coffin was 
decorated with white metal tacks and screws. Handles and hinges 
were recovered. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: n/a 
Sex: n/a • Description: n/a 
Figure 31: Unit 24, Exposed Coffin 
• I Unit No: 25 
I Grave Data 
Length: 1.72m 
Width (East): 0.7lm 
Width (West): 0.7lm 
Description: Empty grave shaft 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Five nails recovered. 




I Unit No: 26 
I Grave Data 
Length: 2.05m 
Width (East): LOOm 
Width (West): LOOm 
Description: Brick lined grave. Footing trench on the south side of the crypt is 
0.20m in width. Exterior dimension of crypt are 1.84x 0.80m, 
• interior dimension are 1.63x 0.59m. The structure is 0.95m high and formed of eight courses of bricks. Coffin completely removed, stain 
only. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): nla 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Objects recovered suggest the coffin was decorated with white metal 
screws. 





Figure 32: Unit 26, Top of Crypt 
• 35 
Figure 33: Unit 26, Side of Crypt 
I Unit No: 27 
I Grave Data 
Length: 2.03m 
Width (East): 0.65m 
Width (West): 0.63m 
Description: Empty grave shaft. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: n/a 




I Unit No: 29 
I Grave Data 
Length: nla 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: An intact skeleton frozen in a mass of soil slipped out of a scarp when 
disturbed by backhoe operation. The coffm was mostly destroyed. 
Because the remains were frozen into a block, they were thawed as a 
unit. During the thawing process however, articulation was lost. 





Width (East): nla 
Width (West): nla 
Description: Coffin fragmentary but finds indicate presence of white metal 
decorative screws and hinges. 
I Skeletal Data 
Age: 56 +/- 8.5 years 
Sex: Male 
Description: Individual was in bent position with legs flexed. Presumably he had 
been buried in an undersized coffin and his legs had to be folded for 
him to fit. Individual did have dental caries and evidence of enamel 
• hypoplasia. The individual was 5'7'' to 5' I 0" tall. Wear on the molars where the dental plate attached was noted. 




Figure 35: Unit 29, Pelvis and Legs 
I Unit No: 40 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East) : n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: A small coffin found ex-situ, but largely intact, at the bottom of a pile 
of sediments removed with heavy machinery during the construction. 
The coffin probably was located close to Units I and 2. A bronze pin 
was recovered midsection of the skeleton near phalanges. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: 0. 79m (preserved) 
Width (East): 0.40m 
Width (West): n/a 
• Description: n/a I Skeletal Data 
Age: n/a 
Sex: n/a 
Description: Skeletal material was in poor state of preservation and was 
represented mostly by a light brown stain resulting from mixture of 
decayed skeletal material and wood. Patterns were not discernible in 




Figure 36: Excavation of Removed Fill 




Figure 38: Unit 40, Skeletal Remains 
Figure 39: Unit 40, Detail of Skeletal Remains 
I Unit No: 41 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
• Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Ex-situ bones located in fill pile near 40. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: n/a 







Figure 40: Unit 41, Scattered Fragments 
I Unit No: 42 
I Grave Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Ex-situ bones located in fill pile near 41. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: n/a 




• I Unit No: 43 
I Grave Data 
Length: 1.83m 
Width (East): n/a 
Width (West): n/a 
Description: Empty grave shaft. Unexcavated, revealed when nicked by utility 
tunnel. 
I Coffin Data 
Length: n/a 
Width (East): n/a 














No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Buckle, Iron, I 1116" x I 1/4" Metal Intact SCSU.AreaC. I4.1 fabric attached 
Button, mohair, 24 line Mohair Intact SCSU.AreaC.I3. 1 fabric impressed 
Button, mohair, 35 line Mohair Intact SCSU.AreaC.J.I-3 with fabric 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.AreaC.9.1 
Button, Prosser, 20 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.AreaC.II.I 
4 Button, wood, 20 line, I hole Wood Intact SCS U .AreaC.5 .1-4 
2 Button, wood, 20 line, I hole Wood Fragment SCSU.AreaC.6.1-2 
• Fabric, Black Fabric Fragment SCSU.AreaC.I6.1 n/a Fabric, Black Fabric Fragment SCSU.AreaA.I.I-6 some fabric on coffin wood 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11 /8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.AreaC.I7.1-3 
Hook and Eye Brass Intact SCSU.AreaC.IS.I-3 attached to black fabric 
9 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.AreaC.4.1-9 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100, thin Iron Intact SCSU.AreaC.7.1 
n/a paper Paper Fragment SCSU.AreaC.I9.1 
Screw Iron Fragment SCSU.AreaC.8. 1-2 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Intact SCSU.AreaC.2.1 
4 Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.AreaC.I.I-4 
I Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, White Fragment SCSU.AreaC.I8.1 
15mm 
Screw, wood, I 1/8" Iron Intact SCSU.AreaC. IO.I 
Tack, Shaft Iron Fragment SCSU.AreaC. I2.1-8 
Unit 1 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Hinge, pivot bar, I", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.I 0.4.1 with 3 wood screws 
Hinge, pivot bar, I", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.IC.I.I with 6 wood screws 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.I.I.I-7 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.IDJ.I-6 
17 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.IC.2.1-17 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100 Iron Intact SCSU. l 0.2.1 • Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, I 00, thin Iron Intact SCSU.IE.I.I-3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100, thin Iron Fragment SCSU.IE.2.1-2 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Intact SCSU.I C.3.1-2 
Nail, Wire, Common, 5d Iron Intact SCSU.1.2.1-2 
4 Pin Brass Fragment SCSU.I.J.I-4 
I Screw, white metal, striated basal band. White Fragment SCSU. IA.I.I 
15mm 
Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Intact SCSU. IO.I.I 
15mm 





No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Button, metal , 30 line Metal Intact SCSU.2.5.1 
Button, mohair, 24 line Mohair Intact SCSU.2.12.1 fabric impressed 
I Button, mohair, 26 line Mohair Intact SCSU.2.6.1 
20 Fabric, Black Fabric Fragment SCSU.2.8.1-20 
4 Hinge, pivot bar, 11 /8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.2.7.1-4 some wood screws 
Iron Iron Fragment SCSU.2.4.1 
Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.2.22.1-2 corroded 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.2A.I.I 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.2B.I.I-2 
55 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.2.3. 1-55 • 3 Na il, Cut, Machine Headed, IOD Iron Intact SCSU.2.1.1-3 
4 Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, IOD, thin Iron Intact SCSU.2.13.1-4 some with wood 
4 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 4D Iron Intact SCSU.2.17.1-4 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 7D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.2.21.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.2.2.1-9 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.2B.2.1-3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.2.18.1 
Screw Iron Fragment SCSU.2.19.1 
Screw, White Metal White Fragment SCSU.2. 11 .1-7 
4 Screw, white metal, double filigree, l4mm White Fragment SCSU.2.20.1-4 
I Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.2.23.1 
4 Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, White Fragment SCSU.2.15.1-4 
15mm 
12 Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.2.9.1-12 
15mm 
Screw, white metal , striated basal band, White Intact SCSU.2.1 0.1 
15mm 
Screw, wood, 3/8" Brass Intact SCSU.2.16.1 
Tack, Shaft Iron Fragment SCSU.2.14.1-6 
Unit3 
No. Object Material Shap e Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.3.1.1 • Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Intact SCSU.3.2.1 15mm 
Unit4 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.4.1 0.1 
Handle, swing bail , decorative, 4" Brass Intact SCSU.4.3.1-2 
Handle, swing bail, lug, decorative Brass Intact SCSU.4.6.1-3 with 2 nail/screw heads 
26 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.4.2.1-26 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, I 00 Iron Fragment SCSU.4.5.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, I 00, thin Iron Intact SCSU.4.4.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Fragment SCSU.4.14.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Intact SCSU.4.13.1-2 
4 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 70 Iron Intact SCSU.4.15.1-4 
44 
• 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D Iron Intact SCSU.4.12.1-3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.4.11.1 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.4. 1.1-6 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm . White Intact SCSU.4.16. 1 
Screw, wood, I 1/4" Iron Intact SCSU.4.9. 1 
Screw, wood, I 3/4" Iron Intact SCSU.4.7. 1 
Screw, wood, I 5/8" Iron Intact SCSU.4.8. 1 
II Tack, white metal, double filigree, 16mm White Fragment SCSU.4.17.1-11 
Unit 6 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Lid, Threaded Metal Intact SCSU.6.2. 1 small hole through top 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.6.1.1-2 
• Unit 7 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
21 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.7.3. 1-21 
2 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 12D, thick Iron Intact SCSU.7.4. 1-2 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Fragment SCSU.7.6. 1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 7D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.7.7. 1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.7.5. 1-7 
Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.7.2.1 -2 
15mm 
Screw, wood, I 5/8" Iron Fragment SCSU.7.8.1-2 fragments fit together 
6 Screw, wood, I 5/8" Iron Intact SCSU.7. 1.1-6 
Unit 8 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Brass Brass Fragment SCSU.8.1. 1 corrosion 
Buckle, Iron Iron Fragment SCSU.8.31. 1 
Buckle, Iron, I 1/4" x 3/4" Iron Fragment SCSU.8.30. 1 
Button Metal Fragment SCSU.8.2. 1 fabric impressed 
Button, Bone Bone Fragment SCSU.8.29.1 fabric impressed 
Button, metal, 28 line, 4 hole Metal Intact SCSU.8. 16.1 -2 
Button, metal, 30 line Metal Fragment SCSU.8. 14.1 
• Button, metal, 30 line Metal Intact SCSU.8.13.1-3 
Button, metal, 30 line Metal Intact SCSU.8.5.1-2 attached to fabric of group 
Button, mohair, 20 line, Mohair Intact SCSU.8.15.1 -3 
Button, mohair, 20 line, Mohair Intact SCSU.8. 17.1 with fabric 
Button, mohair, 22 line Metal Intact SCSU.8.25.1 
Button, mohair, 30 line Mohair Intact SCSU.8.28.1 fabric impressed 
Button, Tufting, 20 line Metal Intact SCSU.8.27.1 fabric impressed 
n/a Fabric, Black Fabric Fragment SCSU.8.24. 1-n/a 
Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.8.4.1 with two buttons attached 
n/a Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.8.3.1-n/a wood attached to some 
Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.8.32. 1 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11/8", 6 screw Brass Intact SCSU.8.26. 1 six screws 
Hook and Eye Brass Intact SCSU.8.6. 1 
Mica Mica Fragment SCSU.8.8. 1 
57 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.8.23. 1-57 
• 45 
• 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Intact SCSU.8.22.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thin Iron Intact SCSU.8.2 I. 1-3 
7 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 7D Iron Intact SCSU.8.18.1-7 
19 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.8.19.1-19 
12 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D, thin Iron Fragment SCSU.8.20.1-12 
I Pin Brass Fragment SCSU.8.7.1 
Pyrite Pyrite Fragment SCSU.8.9.1 
Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.8.1 1.1-2 
17mm 
Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Intact SCSU.8.12.1-3 
17mm 
II Tack, white metal , striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.8.10.1-11 
13mm 
• Unit 9 No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Buckle, Iron, I 3/ 16" x 3/4" Iron Fragment SCSU.9.14.1-6 
Button, brass, 20 line, 4 hole Brass Intact SCSU.9.1 1.1-2 
4 Button, brass, 26 line, 4 hole Brass Intact SCSU.9.12.1-4 includes fabric and thread 
Button, metal, 16 line, black Metal Intact SCSU.9.6.1 fabric 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.9.10.1-2 
Button, Tufting, 26 line Metal Intact SCSU.9.7.1-2 fabric impressed 
Button, wood, 20 line, I hole Wood Intact SCSU.9.9.1-3 
Button, wood, 26 line, 4 hole Wood Fragment SCSU.9.8.1 
nla Fabric, Black Fabric Fragment SCSU.9.2 I. 1-n/a 
nla Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.9.22.1-nla 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11 /8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.9.5.1-2 has 4 of 6 screws 
Iron Iron Fragment SCSU.9.13.1 with fabric impressions 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 7D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.9.18.1-9 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 7D, thin Iron Fragment SCSU.9. 17.1-5 
7 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Fragment SCSU.9. 19.1-7 
13 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.9.15.1-13 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.9.20.1-2 
65 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D Iron Intact SCSU.9.1.1-65 
Screw, White Metal White Fragment SCSU.9. 16.1 
4 Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, Iron Fragment SCSU.9.3.1-4 
15mm 
• Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, White Intact SCSU.9.4.1-2 15mm 
9 Tack, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.9.2.1-9 
13mm 
Unit 10 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.l 0.2.1-3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, I OD Iron Intact SCSU.10.5.1-3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 5D Iron Fragment SCSU.I 0.4.1-2 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 5D Iron Intact SCSU.I 0.3.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.I0.6.1-7 





No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
4 Handle, swing bail, lug, circle center, 2 Brass Intact SCSU.\1.8. 1-4 2 wood screws present 
screw with each lug 
Handle, swing bail , plain, 3.5", thin Brass Intact SCSU.\1.7.1 ·2 
Hinge, pivot bar, I", 6 screw Brass Intact SCSU.IJ.4.1 6 of 6 screws present 
Mica Mica Fragment SCSU.Il.5.1-2 
39 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.11.9.1-39 
Na il , Cut, Machine Headed, 3D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.\1.13. 1 
3 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 7D Iron Intact SCSU.11.12.1-3 
68 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.IJ.I.I-68 
33 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D, thin Iron Fragment SCSU.Il.l4.1-33 
Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Intact SCSU.ll.3.!-3 
• 17mrn Screw, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.\1.2.1 
17mm 
Screw, wood, I 3/4" Iron Intact SCSU.\1.11.1 
Screw, wood, counter sunk, I 5/8" Iron Intact SCSU. \1. 10.1 
Whiteware Ceramic Fragment SCSU. \1.6.1 
Unit 14 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Bottle, Finish, Screw Top Glass Fragment SCSU.Tl.4.1 
Bottle, Square Glass Fragment SCSU.Tl.\7.1-3 
Brick, Red Brick Fragment SCSU.TJ.\6.\ 
Glass, Glazed Glass Fragment SCSU.T1.7.1 
Glass, Glazed Glass Fragment SCSU.Tl.5.1-2 
Glass, Milk Glass Fragment SCSU.Tl.IO. I-2 
I Glass, Milk Glass Fragment SCSU.T\.25. 1 
4 Glass, Vessel Glass, Fragment SCSU.T \ .24.1-4 
Glass, Vessel Glass, Fragment SCSU.T\.27.1 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11 /8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.T\.2.1 2 of 6 screws present 
Lid, Circular, Tobacco type Metal Fragment SCSU.T\.13.1-2 
18 Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.T\.23. 1-1 8 flat metal fragments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.T\.21.1-7 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 20D Iron Intact SCSU.T\.8.1 • Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 8D, thin Iron Intact SCSU.TI.I\.1 
Nail, Wire, Common, 3d Iron Intact SCSU.T1.18.1-3 
4 Nail, Wire, Common, 3d Iron Fragment SCSU.T1.19.1-4 
Nail, Wire, Common, 8d Iron Intact SCSU.T \.1 5. 1-3 
Nail, Wire, Roofing, 2d Iron Intact SCSU.TI.22.1 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.T\.1.1 
Semi-porcelain Ceramic Fragment SCSU.T\.9.1-6 
Semi-porcelain Ceramic Fragment SCSU.T\. 14.1 
Semi-porcelain, decorated Ceramic fragment SCSU.T\.6.1-6 part of rim 
Stoneware Ceramic Fragment SCSU.T\. 12.1-3 
Tack, Shaft Iron Fragment SCSU.T\.20.1-2 oxidized together 
Whiteware Ceramic Fragment SCSU.T\.26. 1-2 




No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.J6.3.1 ·8 
II Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100 Iron Intact SCSU. J6. J.J.JI 
4 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100 Iron Fragment SCSU. 16.2. 1-4 
3 Tack, white metal, double fi ligree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU. 16.4.1·3 
Unit 17 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
24 Nail. Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.J 7.3.1-24 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Fragment SCSU.J7.6.1 ·3 
21 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120. thick Iron Intact SCSU.17.5.1-21 • 18 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 90 Iron Intact SCSU.17.4.1·18 
Screw, wood, I 3/4" Iron Intact SCSU.17.8.1-2 
4 Screw, wood, 2" Iron Intact SCSU.17. 7.1-4 
Tack, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Intact SCSU. J7.2.1 
Tack, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.17. 1.1-9 
Unit 18 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU. 18. 1.1 -2 
Unit 19 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
12 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU. l9. 1.1-12 
12 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80 Iron Intact SCSU.19.2.1-12 
Screw, wood. I 5/8" Iron Intact SCSU.19.3. 1-2 
Unit 20 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Handle, swing bail, decorative, 4" Brass Intact SCSU.20. 1.1-2 
Handle, swing bail, lug, decorative Brass Intact SCSU.20.2. 1 with two screw heads 
• Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thick Iron Fragment SCSU.20.4. 1-2 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed. 120, thick Iron Intact SCSU.20.3.1 
Unit 21 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Brick, Red Brick Fragment SCSU.21.1.1-2 
Button, mohair, 40 line Mohair Intact SCSU.21.2.1 fabric impressed 
4 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.21.3. 1-4 
Unit 22 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Brass Brass Fragment SCSU.22.5.1-2 corrosion 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.22. 11.1 
• 48 
• 
nla Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.22. I 5. I -nla 
Handle, swing bail, lug, oval Brass Intact SCSU.22.8. I attached to wood 
4 Handle, swing bail, Jug, oval Brass Fragment SCSU.22. 14.1-4 
Handle, swing bail, plain, 3.5", thick Brass Intact SCSU.22. 13.1-2 
4 Hinge, pivot bar, I ", 4 screw, decorative Brass Fragment SCSU.22.7. I -4 wood attached 
12 Hook and Eye Brass Fragment SCSU.22.12.1-12 
5 Hook and Eye Brass Fragment SCSU.22.6. I -5 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.22.3. I -6 
Pin Brass Fragment SCSU.22.9. I -3 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 14mm White Intact SCSU.22.2. I -2 
9 Screw, wood, I 3/4" Iron Intact SCSU.22.4. I -9 
Shell, snail Shell Intact SCSU.22.10.1 
Tack, white metal, double fi ligree, I 5mm White Fragment SCSU.22.1.1 -3 
• Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.28.5. I -8 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.28.4. I -5 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 14mm White Fragment SCSU.28.2. I -2 
I Screw, white metal, double filigree, 14mm White Intact SCSU.28.3. I 
6 Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.28. 1. I -6 
Screw, wood, I 3/4" Iron Intact SCSU.28.6. I 
Unit 23 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.23.1.1 
Button, wood, 26 line, 4 hole Wood Fragment SCSU.23.9. 1 found on/near left wrist 
suggested to be a cuff 
Handle, swing bail, lug, oval Brass Intact SCSU.23.7.1 -2 
Handle, swing bail, plain, 3.5" Brass Intact SCSU.23.6. I attached to lugs 
I Hinge, pivot bar, 11/8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.23.8. I 5 of 6 screws remain 
4 Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.23.12. 1-4 decorated 
19 Nail, C ut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.23.5.1-19 
Nai l, Cut, Machine Headed, IOD Iron Intact SCSU.23.4. I 
Pin Brass Intact SCSU.23. I I. I heavy green corrosion. 
Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, White Fragment SCSU.23.3. 1-6 one in-situ with wood 
15mm 
Shell, sna il Shell Fragment SCSU.23. 10.1-5 
• Tack, shaft 10 Tack, white metal, filigree basal band, White Fragment SCSU.23.2. 1-10 
17mm 
Unit 24 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
2 Handle, swing bail, lug, oval Brass Fragment SCSU.24.9. I -2 
Handle, swing bail, plain, 3.5", thick Brass Intact SCSU.24.8. I in situ with lugs and 
Hinge, pivot bar, I", 4 screw, decorative Brass Fragment SCSU.24.7. I -2 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11/8", 6 screw Brass Fragment SCSU.24.3. I 3 of6 screws 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.24. 1. 1-7 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 6D Iron Intact SCSU.24.5. 1-3 
11 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.24.4. 1-1 I 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 14mm White Fragment SCSU.24.6. 1-2 
• 49 
• 
Tack, white metal, striated basal band, White Fragment SCSU.24.2. 1 
13mm 
Unit 25 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.25. 1.1 ·5 
Unit 26 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.26.1.1-7 
15 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.26.3.1-15 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.26.2.1-3 
• 4 Screw, wood, I 1/4" Iron Fragment SCSU.26.5.1-4 I Screw, wood, I 1/4" Iron Intact SCSU.26.4.1 
Shell, snail Shell Intact SCSU.26.6.1 
Tack, shaft 
Unit 29 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Brass Brass Fragment SCSU.29.6. 1 
Buckle, Iron, I 3/16" x I" Iron Intact SCSU.29.11.1 fabric attached 
4 Button, mohair, 35 line Mohair Intact SCSU.29.9.1-4 some fabric attached 
Button, mohair, 35 line Mohair Fragment SCSU.29. 10.1 
Hinge, pivot bar, 11/8", 6 screw Bone Fragment SCSU.29.7.1 2 of 6 screws attached 
Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.29.8.1-5 probably from button 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.29.3.1-6 
Screw Iron Fragment SCSU.29.4.1 -2 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 17mm White Intact SCSU.29. 1.1 
Screw, wood, I 1/4" Iron Intact SCSU.29.2.1 
Tack, Shaft Iron Fragment SCSU.29.5. 1-7 
Unit 40 
No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
• Mica Mica Fragment SCSU.40.11.1-2 17 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.40. 1.1 - 17 
2 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 8D Iron Intact SCSU.40.9. 1-2 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 9D Iron Intact SCSU.40.8.1 
Pin Brass Fragment SCSU.40.7. 1 
l Screw, white metal, diagonal striation, White Intact SCSU.40.3. 1 some wood anached 
12mm 
Screw, white metal, diagonal striation, White Fragment SCSU.40.2. 1-3 some wood attached 
12mm 
Screw, Wood Iron Fragment SCSU.40.6. 1 
Screw, wood, I 1/2" Iron Fragment SCSU.40.4.1-2 
Screw, wood, I 1/2" Iron Intact SCSU.40.5.1 




No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, I 00 Iron Fragment SCSU.4 1.7.1-2 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Intact SCSU.41.4.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Intact SCSU.41.6.1 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Fragment SCSU.41.5.1-6 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15mm White Fragment SCSU.41.2.1 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, White Fragment SCSU.41.3.1 
Screw, white metal, filigree basal band, White Fragment SCSU.41. 1.1 
14.5mm 
Ex-Situ 
• No. Object Material Shape Accession No. Comments 
Bottle, Finish Glass, Fragment SCSU.BF.I5.1 ve rti cally ridged 
Bottle, Finish Glass, Fragment SCSU.BF.I3.1 machined 
Bottle, Finish, Screw Top Glass, Fragment SCSU.BF.I4.1 with screwtop cap, 
bottle neck and shoulder, 
and lettering 
Button, Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.RF.5. 1-2 
23 Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.ex.l.l 
23 Button, Prosser, 16 line, 4 hole Glass Intact SCSU.ex.l.l-23 
Ceramic Ceramic Fragment SCSU.BF.I8.1 
4 Fabric, Brown Fabric Fragment SCSU.BF.9.1-4 with some wood 
Glass Glass, Fragment SCSU. BF. I6.1 machined 
Lead, Sheet Lead Fragment SCSU.BF.I7.1 decorated 
Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.BF.I2.1-8 
18 Metal Metal Fragment SCSU.ex.23.1-l 
4 Nai l, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.RF. I.l-4 
32 Nai l, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.BF.I.l-32 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.ex.J.I 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed Iron Fragment SCSU.ex.l.l-23 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100, thin Iron Intact SCSU.RF.2.1 -2 
15 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 60 Iron Intact SCSU.BF.6.1-15 
I Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 60, thin Iron Intact SCSU.BF.5.1 
9 Nai l, Cut, Machine Headed, 80 Iron Intact SCSU.B F.2.1-9 
• 12 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80 Iron Intact SCSU.ex.l2.1-l 4 Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Intact SCSU.RF.3. 1-4 
I Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80, thin Iron Intact SCSU.BFJ.I 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 90 , thin Iron Intact SCSU.BF.4.1 
Nail, Wire, Common, 80d Iron Intact SCSU.BF.IO. l 
1 Screw, white metal, double filigree, 16mm White Fragment SCSU.BF.7.1 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 17mm White Fragment SCSU.BF.8. 1 
Staple, I 1/4" tines Iron Intact SCSU. BF.ll.l 







Objects recovered in the excavation can be divided into two periods. 
Period One: Mid 19th to 1st 1/3 of the 20th century. This material consist of coffin hardware and 





Buckle, Iron, 1 1/16" x 1 1/4" 
Buckle, Iron, 1 1/4" x 3/4" 
Buckle, Iron, 1 3/16" x 1" 
Buckle, Iron, 1 3/16" x 3/4" 
Button 
Button, Bone 
Button, brass, 20 line, 4 hole 
Button, brass, 26 line, 4 hole 
Button, Metal 
Button, metal, 161ine, black 
Button, metal , 28 line, 4 hole 
Button, metal , 30 line 
Button, mohair, 20 line, 
Button, mohair, 22 line 
Button, mohair, 24 line 
Button, mohair, 26 line 
Button, mohair, 30 line 
Button, mohair, 35 line 
Button, mohair, 40 line 
Button, Prosser, 161ine, 4 hole 
Button, Prosser, 20 line, 4 hole 
Button, Tufting , 20 line 
Button, Tufting, 26 line 
Button, wood, 20 line, 1 hole 
Button, wood, 26 line, 4 hole 
Fabric, Black 
Fabric, Brown 
Handle, swing bail , decorative, 4" 
Handle, swing bail , lug , circle center, 2 screw 
Handle~ swing bail, lug, ~coratiVe - ·-
Handle, swing bail , lug , oval 
Handle, swing bail , plain, 3.5" 
Handle, swing bail, plain , 3.5", thick 
Handle, swing bail , plain , 3.5", thin 
Hinge, pivot bar, 1", 4 screw, decorative 
Hinge, pivot bar, 1", 6 screw 
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Hinge, pivot bar, 11/8", 6 screw 141 
Hook and Eye 21 _._ 
Iron 21 - -+- -
Metal s~j Mica 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed 414 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 100 _261 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 100, thin 13 




Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 120, thin 3 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 200 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 30, thin 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 40 4 
• Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 50 3 Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 60 L 18 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 60, thin 1 




Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 70!._ thi_ll 16 
Nail, Cut, Machine Headed, 80 112 
Nail , Cut, Macl)ine Headed, 80, thin 120 
+ 
Nail , Cut, Machine Headed, 90 87 





Screw, White Metal 8 
Screw, white metal, diagonal striatio~, 12mm 4 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, ~4mm 11 ] 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 15m_m 24 
Screw, white metal, double filigree, 1~mm 
+ 
Screw, white metal , double filig~e . _17.5mm 
Screw, white metal , double filig!e~ 17mm 21 
Screw, white metal , filigree basal_band, 14.5mm 1 
Screw, white metal , filigree bas~l ba~~ 15mm 17 
• Screw, white metal , striated basal b~d, 15mm 18 
Screw, white metal , striated basal band, 17mm 9 
Screw, Wood 1 
Screw, wood , 1 1/2" ;1 Screw, wood, 1 1/4" 
Screw, wood, 1 1/8" 1' 
Screw, wood, 1 3/4" 14 1 
Screw, wood, 1 5/8" 111 
Screw, wood , 2" 41 
Screw, wood , 3/8" 
Shell, snail 7 
Tack, Shaft 26 
Tack, white metal, diagonal striated basal band , 1 






Tack, white metal, double filigree._ 16mm _ 
Tack, white metal, filigree basal band, 17mm 




Period Two: First 112 of the 201h century. This material consists of items primarily from trash pits 












Lid, Circular, Tobacco type 
Lid, Threaded 
Nail, Wire, Common, 3d 
Nail, Wire, Common, 5d 
Nail, Wire, Common, BOd 
Nail, Wire, Common, 8d 
Nail, Wire, Roofing, 2d 
Screw, wood, counter sunk, 1 5/8" 
Semi-porcelain 
Semi-porcelain, decorated 
Staple, 1 1/4" tines 
Stoneware 
Whiteware 
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Figure 41: Site Declared Clear of all Remains, Exactly Three Months After First Discovery 
• 
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Richard M. Rothaus <richard.rothaus@gmail.com > 
Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:27 PM 
Steman, Thomas D. 
Subject: Re: Miller Center dig in 1999 
Tom, 
Feel free to make the report available. I'm afraid I don't have any digital images. 
Thanks, 
R. 
Richard M. Rothaus, PhD 
President and Principal Investigator 
Trefoil 
Minnesota: 1965 W. Highview Dr .. Sauk Rapids, MN 56379 
North Dakota: PMB#I 49, 4302 13th AveS, Suite 4, Fargo, ND 58103 
Phone: 320-761-9090 
Emai l: rothaus@trefoilcultural.com 
Skype: richard.m.rothaus 
Twitter: Richard Rothaus 
Blog: Whitewashed Tomb 
On 9/17/2013 3:18PM, Steman, Thomas D. wrote: 
Hi Richard, 
My name is Tom Steman and I am the University Archivist at St. Cloud State. I have several copies of the 
report you did on the Miller Center dig (21-SN-0136), dated January 9, 2002. 
I am asking for your permission, since this work is st ill your intellectual property, to scan and make 
available through either the University Archives Archon portal (https://libsys.stcloudstate.edu/archon/) 
or through the university's Institutional Repository (http://repository.stcloudstate.edu/). There has 
always been great interest in the work that was done during the Miller Center construction and my hope 
is to make this more widely available. 
If you have scholarly works you would like to be made available through the Institutional Repository, let 
me know- we can discuss this as well . 
Do you have the digital images that were taken for this dig? If so, is this something you would be willing 
to give to the University Archives. 




University Archivist I Professor 
St. Cloud State University 
314C Miller Center 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 308-4753 
tdsteman@stcloudstate.edu 
http:(/1 rts .stcloudstate .edu/1 ibra ry/ specia 1/ 
